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How do membrane proteins fold?
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embrane-spanning proteins account for 23% of all human
genes [1], and numbers are similar for most other
organisms [2]. They serve many essential roles in the cell,

including solute transport, signal transduction and energy
generation. However, our knowledge on how they achieve their
functional structure is still scarce. In fact, the biophysical tools used
for characterizing the folding and assembly of transmembrane (TM)
proteins are limited in comparison to those available for studying
soluble proteins. Many experimental assays designed for the study
of protein folding are not straightforwardly applicable to membrane
proteins because these proteins require the presence of a lipid
bilayer, or at least some membrane-mimicking environment (like

detergent micelles) to maintain their native structure. This is in contrast to water soluble proteins, for which a generous
set of biophysical tools has in many cases allowed the definition of the molecular mechanisms governing their folding
and has permitted, in parallel, a better understanding of their function. Thus, there is increasing interest in achieving a
similar level of knowledge about the molecular mechanisms that drive the folding of proteins in the membrane
environment, and in particular the rules that explain the stability and assembly of TM segments.

The free energy of transferring hydrophobic TM segments from an aqueous environment into the lipid bilayer provides
most of the thermodynamic stability of membrane proteins. In addition, TM segment hydrophobicity is the main factor for
driving membrane partitioning. However, hydrophobicity does not rely only on the amino acid composition of the TM
segments, but also on structure formation, which in turn depends upon non-trivial atomic-detail interactions with the
polypeptide environment. TM segments fold as either α-helices or β-strands, due to the biophysical constraints imposed
by the membrane environment [3]. Nevertheless, in biological membranes α-helical membrane proteins are most
abundant, and thus they will be the focus of the current text.

The membrane milieu

The chemical and physical properties of the lipid bilayer make it clear that biological membranes provide a very special
milieu for proteins. The basic unit of these membranes are lipids, organized in two monolayers with their polar
headgroups exposed on the two surfaces and their acyl chains forming a central hydrophobic core. Then, biological
membranes are highly heterogeneous along the normal direction, with a large gradient of environmental polarity over a
short distance because of steep changes in chemical composition [4]. Additionally, natural membranes have usually a
diverse mixture of lipids with different properties, which are asymmetrically distributed between the two bilayer leaflets.
The hydrophobicity and thickness of the hydrocarbon core of the membrane bilayer leads to the expectation that
membrane-spanning segments minimize the cost of harboring a polar polypeptide backbone by engaging their polar
carbonyl and amide groups into a regular pattern of hydrogen bonds. In fact, in order to integrate into the membrane
milieu the TM regions adopt extensive secondary structure, most often α-helical conformation.
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Figure 1. Targeting of membrane proteins to the
translocon. A ribosome (yellow) translating the mRNA
of a membrane protein is targeted to the membrane
through the SRP (purple). SRP recognizes the
emerging hydrophobic sequence (red helix), binds to
the ribosome and arrests nascent polypeptide
elongation. The ribosome/nascent polypeptide/SRP
complex binds to the membrane resident SRP receptor
(SR, brown), which is associated to the translocon
(blue). SRP dissociation from the SR causes the
transfer of the hydrophobic sequence to the translocon
and the elongation of the nascent polypeptide resumes.

The road to the membrane

As they do for all other proteins in living organisms,
ribosomes translate membrane proteins from their encoding
mRNAs. However, the high hydrophobicity of the TM
segments present in membrane proteins prevents their
synthesis by soluble ribosomes. Instead, the vast majority of
membrane proteins are synthesized by membrane-bound
ribosomes. When translating an mRNA encoding a
membrane protein, the ribosome early synthesizes an N-
terminal hydrophobic stretch of amino acid residues (either a
true signal sequence or a non-cleavable TM segment) that
must navigate through the ribosomal tunnel toward the exit
site (Fig. 1). As the nascent polypeptide grows, the signal
sequence emerges from the ribosomal exit tunnel and, if it is
sufficiently hydrophobic, is recognized by the signal
recognition particle (SRP). The SRP binds to the ribosome-
nascent polypeptide chain complex, accommodating the
signal sequence in an α-helical conformation and slowing
down or halting translation (Fig. 1).

Presumably, this gives the SRP some time to find and dock
to its partner, the SRP receptor (SR), which is associated to
the translocon (a protein-conducting channel). At the docking
site, the SR interacts with both the ribosome and the SRP,
leading to conformational changes in the SRP that allow the
transfer of the ribosome-nascent chain to the translocon [5].
Subsequently, SRP disassembly leads to resumption of translation and, once in the translocon, the nascent chain will
deal with membrane insertion.

Protein synthesis by a membrane-bound ribosome

A ribosome bound to the Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane is more than a mere decoding and synthesizing
machine. It is endowed with an exit tunnel through which a newborn membrane protein, constantly growing, navigates
toward the translocon to eventually reach its final destination within the bilayer. This molecular corridor creates a
specialized microenvironment that allows the ribosome to distinguish TM from secretory segments and direct TM
segment integration into the bilayer [6]. One of the features that can modulate the ribosome triage between TM and
non-TM segments might be the folding of tethered nascent chains. In fact, folding of TM segments into an α-helical
conformation inside the ribosomal exit tunnel has been demonstrated [7–9].

Recently, using in vitro translation of truncated nascent chains trapped within the ribosome tunnel and molecular
dynamics simulations, it has been shown that folding within the ribosome is attained for TM, but not for soluble (polar)
helices (Fig. 2). The overall hydrophobicity, helicity and length of a given segment have been found to be the major
determinants for the identification of TM segments and their eventual adoption of an α-helical structure within the
ribosomal exit tunnel [10]. Thus, the ribosome recognizes the TM regions and facilitates a proper environment for their
folding, acting in a chaperone-like manner. From the biophysical point of view, preadoption of α-helical conformation
could facilitate membrane integration of TM segments upon entering the translocon, which is well positioned below the
ribosome to receive the exiting polypeptide chain (Fig. 3).
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Figure 2. Folding of TM helices inside the ribosome
exit tunnel. (A) During the translation of a membrane
protein, the physical distance between the P-site of the
ribosome and the active site of the ER oligosaccharyl
transferase (OST), located nearby the lumenal end of

the translocon central pore, sets a minimum distance (d, in
number of residues) for nascent polypeptide chain efficient
glycosylation. Such a sequence length can be investigated
in a glycosylation mapping assays using test sequences in
the framework of the model membrane protein Lep from E.
coli (see ref. [20] for details about this type of experiment).
(B) SDS-PAGE of in vitro translated samples using test
sequences of different length (d, values indicated on the
top). The test cases shown are based on two native helix
fragments of similar length: one hydrophobic (the TM
segment of the membrane protein gp41, left) and one
hydrophilic (from N-acetylglutamate kinase NAGK, right).
The results show that the minimal sequence length for
efficient glycosylation (≥50%, i.e., upper bands in the gel
with at least equal intensity compared to the lower bands)
is larger for the case of the TM segment (at least 71
residues) than for the polar segment (67 residues),
indicating that the first one is folded as a helix within the
ribosome tunnel while the second adopts likely an
extended conformation. (C) Models of characteristic
structures obtained upon MD simulations of complexes of
the ribosome (in gray) with a nascent chain harboring the
TM gp41 sequence (left, green color) or the NAGK
sequence (right, orange color). For a complete study with
more cases of TM and polar fragments, please see ref.
[10].

Membrane insertion

Once within the translocon channel, TM helices have to be transferred laterally to the surrounding lipid bilayer. Insights
into the mechanism of membrane insertion have come from both structural studies [11, 12] and molecular dynamics
simulations [13]. It is generally accepted that hydrophobicity is the overriding characteristic of TM segments recognized
by the translocon to trigger nascent chain insertion [14]. The central component of the translocon, Sec61α in eukaryotes
and SecY in prokaryotes and archaea, is itself a membrane protein formed by 10 TM helices arranged around a central
pore with a lateral gate for membrane access of polypeptide nascent chains. Upon ribosome binding, lateral gate
contacts are weakened and, if the nascent polypeptide sequence allocated in the central pore is sufficiently
hydrophobic, the translocon opens laterally allowing access to the lipid bilayer [15].

In this scenario, integration of the first TM segment of a membrane protein into the ER membrane in the correct
orientation is considered important in defining the overall topology of an integral membrane protein (Fig. 3). However,
the sequential insertion into the membrane of TM segments (one after another) for multi-spanning membrane proteins
does not explain the insertion mechanism of all membrane proteins. For instance, it has been demonstrated that poorly
hydrophobic sequences insert into the lipid bilayer in a concerted manner as helical hairpins or bundles, as recently
reviewed elsewhere [16].
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Figure 3. Insertion and assembly of membrane proteins
into the membrane. The Insertion of TM segments (red
helices) facilitates membrane integration of the newly
synthesized protein, which has to be assembled in its native
conformation. Monomeric membrane proteins can
subsequently associate to form homo- or heteromeric
complexes (not shown) to allow the broad variety of key
membrane protein activities.

Membrane protein assembly

Once TM helices are established and inserted across the lipid bilayer they interact to form functional tertiary structures
(in the case of multi-spanning membrane proteins) (Fig. 3), and in some cases quaternary membrane-spanning
structures (not shown). The clues of such complex TM protein-protein interactions are crucial for understanding the
biogenesis of membrane proteins, that has been historically neglected due to the difficulties in studying this process
experimentally.

The forces behind TM helix-helix packing  are
essentially the same as those driving helix packing
interactions in soluble proteins. However, their
contribution to the folding/packing of the protein is
significantly different due to the modified environment
(aqueous vs lipidic). In soluble proteins, tertiary and
quaternary foldings are mainly driven by the
hydrophobic effect and electrostatic interactions. In
contrast, in membrane proteins van der Waals
interactions have been identified as the primary force
behind helix-helix packing. By their nature, van der
Waals forces require a large contact area between the
associating protein segments. Interestingly, in helical
TM segments amino acids with small side chains (like
Gly or Ala) are frequently found in helix-helix contact
interfaces, while bulky non-polar side chains are
located mostly on lipid exposed surfaces. The role of
Gly in helix-helix association has been vastly
documented in the context of Glycophorin A (GpA),
both in membrane-like environments [17, 18] and in cells [ 19]. The abundance of small residues rather than larger
hydrophobic side chains in TM interactions likely reflects the bilayer effect [3] in membranes and the minimal entropic
requirements for packing small side chains with few rotatable bonds.

Finally, it remains to be determined whether specific chaperones and/or translocon accessory components facilitate
insertion of poorly hydrophobic TM sequences and/or large topological rearrangements needed for the assembly of
particular membrane proteins. Considerably more effort will need to be invested in studying the processes underlying
membrane protein folding, both in vitro and in vivo, but the way towards our complete understanding starts to be paved.
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